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MAY 12 2017
In the Garden & Beyond the Sky,  

Ivan Barnett, garden sculptures 

Ivan Barnett, co-owner and creative director 

of Patina, adds his personal statement on the 

season with In the Garden & Beyond the Sky, 

opening May 12. It is the gallery’s first exhibition 

in four years featuring pieces exclusively by 

Barnett. “I started making sculpture for the 

garden in about 1976,” he says. “My first studio 

in rural Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, was 

a pump house on a Revolutionary-era farm.” 

The strong hands and simple tools of the 

place forged a rich folk-art history that still 

influences him. For his Beyond the Sky series, 

Barnett combines abstract shapes with the 

representational forms of plants, animals and 

people in the garden, returning still to his 

favorite materials – thin-gauged oxidized steel 

and primary colors. “The pieces are of the same 

material I have been using for almost half a 

century,” Barnett says.

July 14 2017
Fearless Genius, Doug Menuez, 

documentary photography on Steve Jobs

For acclaimed photographer Doug Menuez, the 

Steve Jobs-led computer revolution was nothing 

less than a noble cause that reset the trajectory 

of the human race. That spirit animates Fearless 

Genuis: The Digital Revolution in Silicon Valley, 

an exhibition of Menuez’s work opening July 14. 

“We find Inspiration in The Santa Fe Opera’s world premiere of The (R)evolution of Steve Jobs,” says 

Ivan Barnett, co-owner and creative director at Patina. “We are acting in that creative spirit – beautiful 

design that enhances the aspirations of people. Patina is honoring our amazing makers who create art 

with a human purpose.”
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PATINA GALLERY in Santa Fe announces a series of exhibitions for 2017 that honor the spirit of artistic 

innovation, promote the courage to explore new materials and techniques, and reveal the creative bond 

of hands and machines.  

PATINA GALLERY 2017 ART EXHIBITIONS:  
TECH AMPLIFIES WHAT MIND AND HANDS CREATE 
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“The Silicon Valley story is one of blood, guts 

and money,” Menuez says. “It’s about the future 

of the human race, and we have to have a voice.” 

As the day-by-day account of the innovators 

who changed the world, the Menuez offers the 

definitive treatment of the Silicon Valley boom 

of the late-1980s, early-1990s, the critical years 

of Jobs’ exile from Apple.  

July 21 2017
Crafted Visions: The Tension  

of Opposites, contemporary jewelry 

Inspired by The Santa Fe Opera’s world premiere 

of the Steve Jobs opera, eight of the finest 

contemporary jewelry artists in the world are 

creating a special collection titled Crafted 

Visions: The Tension of Opposites, which opens 

to the public on July 21. “What excites me is 

technology that puts beauty in more people’s 

hands and allows them to express themselves,” 

explains co-curator Ivy Ross, the Silicon Valley 

executive who began her career as a widely 

collected jewelry maker. Ross joins Patina 

owners Allison and Ivan Barnett in creating the 

exhibition that features, among the many pieces, 

jewelry produced by 3D printing. The curators 

see the defining quality of Jobs as the tension 

of opposites – the contrasts of simplicity and 

complexity, the tug of art against technology 

and the uneasy compatibility of the maker’s 

hands and machines.

August 11 2017
Forms of Tonal Beauty, Beauty, working 

title, Peter Schmid, jewelry of Atelier Zobel 

Peter Schmid returns in August for his 16th 

Patina exhibition. Schmid is the creative force 

behind Atelier Zobel, the renowned German 

jewelry design studio. Schmid, known for bold 

colors, precious metals and subtle progressions 

between stones, creates an air of romance 

and intrigue in jewelry cherished by collectors 

around the world.  There is unparalleled 

refinement and complexity in Schmid’s designs. 

And the result of his signature fused-metal 

technique is always striking: organic, expressive 

and ultramodern. Simply put, he sets the 

standard for art jewelry with his mixed-metal 

Images L-R: Ivan Barnett. Spiral Necklace by Martin and Ulla Kaufman. Steve Jobs at 
NeXT, Sonoma California 1986 part of ‘Fearless Genius’ by Doug Menuez
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Contacts: For more information, photographs or interviews with the artist please contact:

Patina and Patina-Gallery.com: Any Place, Any Time – Always One of a Kind

For its 18th exhibition season, Patina Gallery again offers the finest contemporary art jewelry, fine art 

and objects, presented in a style that is clean and sculptural and a setting that is serene and mystical. 

In December 2016, jewelry lovers the world over embraced the reimagined Patina-Gallery.com. With the 

launch of its compelling, evocative web gallery, Patina, having already established its reputation with 

clients across Europe, Asia and North American, now is accessible the world over.

works set with unusual gems and dustings of 

tiny diamonds. The exhibition opens August 11.

October 2017
A Friendship Forged in Gold, Claire Kahn 

and Andrew Fisher, jewelry/sculpture 

The golden glow of Northern New Mexico in 

fall provides the perfect backdrop for the latest 

exhibition by Claire Kahn, a Santa Fe favorite 

whose crocheted bead necklaces continue 

to provoke excitement and wonder. For A 

Friendship Forged in Gold, Kahn’s dear friend 

Andrew Fisher will join her for a joint exhibition. 

For seven years, Patina has been Kahn’s 

exclusive representative. In that time, clients 

have grown intimate with Kahn’s work and come 

to cherish the luxurious uniqueness of infinity 

rope designs. This year, gold – the essence of 

luxury and prestige – inspires the Kahn-Fisher 

collaboration. A Bay Area artist and interior 

designer, Fisher creates dramatic tapestries and 

metal sculptures gilded in 24-karat gold.  

December 8 2017
Simple Matter, working title, Pat Flynn, 

contemporary jewelry  

In December, as the magic of the holidays 

settles over Santa Fe, Pat Flynn arrives with 

a new jewelry pieces wrapped in wonder and 

mystery. For Flynn, the moment of inspiration 

occurs when he fuses 24-karat gold dust to 

iron to create a shimmering piece that is both 

hard-edged and glamorous. Flynn, respected 

internationally for his bracelets, rings, necklaces 

and earrings forged in black iron, works from 

his studio is in upstate New York, where it takes 

grit and a steady fire to manage the cold. It’s 

fitting, then, that Flynn favors simple elements, 

including actual nails, to create sophisticated 

pieces that retain the nuances of texture, taper 

and square edges. To the nails he often adds 

precious gemstones set in gold or palladium.

Rob Dean at 505-986-3432,  

media@patina-gallery.com

Ivan Barnett, gallery director,  

ivan@patina-gallery.com


